
 

 

ith its dazzling and magnificent 

outlook towers the enormous St. 

Mary’s Girls’ secondary school 

Madera hall recently constructed by 

the funds from a generous donation 

by CARITAS ANTONIA ITALY  

We owe you our utmost and sincere 

thanks for the passion you have 

shown us not only as students but as 

a community of St. Mary’s girls’ secondary 

School (SMAGS). You have given our school 

anew outlook, saved the problem of lack of 

spacious environment for instrumental and 

sensitive gatherings such as academic seminars, 

social get tog ethers and liturgy. 

Above all, the hall has gone along way 

improving on the atmosphere during national 

examinations: no 

wander the 

number of 

candidates now 

registered for both 

UCE  and UACE 

examinations has 

sky rocketed. 

To God be the glory 

Long live CARITAS ANTONIANA  

Long live Fr. Valentino Maragno 

ATAI JOAN 

CHAIRPERSON UNSA 
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ost of the activities at school 

that needed congregation 

were very disorganized 

because there was no room 

for such activities. The 

students were always 

disrupted by rainfall, 

sunshine and caterpillars 

during mass because the 

prayer ground was near the 

flowers which posted 

discomfort. 

The construction has helped 

the students to concentrate 

during prayers since 

disruption by rainfall and 

sunshine is now history. Big 

occasions like seminars, mass 

always take place in the hall. 

The hall has improved the 

ambience of the school 

compound since it’s well 
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built, nicely painted and in 

good strategic location. 

Thanks be to the almighty 

God for enabling our donors, 

head teacher and board of 

governors to cooperate for 

the successful completion of 

the project. Thank you for 

your kind and generous 

hearts. 

We us students are grateful 

to have a nice hall. 

AKOL VERONICA 

 

 extend 

my 

sincere 

gratitude to 

the    donors 

for our 

magnificent 

main hall 

that has 

changed the 

face and the 

image of St. Mary’s Girls’ Secondary School, 

Madera. Before the construction of the main 

hall. Students used pray in the assembly ground 

which was bit 

uncomfortable 

especially during 

stormy and rainy 

weather conditions 

And there was no 

specious room for 

other activities like 

UCE Exams, PTA 

meeting. We give 

glory to God for our 

wonderful main hall 

that is making us 

smile all the time and 

keep thanking God for our donors, who have 

made our dream come true. We still pray for 

more development in our school. 

We are pledging to burn candles at both ends as 

we now have wonderful hall for class 

discussions, debates and seminars. 

AMONGIN KEVIN 

Ass.EDUCATION PREFECT. 
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ST.MARY’S MAIN HALL; OUR HALL. 

ou are the morning star 

that now illuminates  

St. Mary’s   Girl’s 

campus. Out of you is 

evidence of a great 

hand of generosity; 

CARITAS 

ANTONIANA 

ITALY. We are no 

more a pamper 

institution; 

Enrolment has greatly 

improved since the 

center size has been 

expanded  

Recreation is  

 

guaranteed 

Prayers are serenely 

conducted and no 

more are our teachers 

and students scorched 

by the glaring rays of 

the sun. 

Thank you our donors 

Fr. Valentino, Silvia & 

all. Out of your love we 

now have a new St. 

Mary’s Girl’s S.S, 

Madera. 

WE APPRECIATE 

YOUR LOVE AND 

SUPPORT 

 

CARITAS 

ANTONIANA   

ITALY. 

ALESO TABITHA 

SPEAKER 

 

Receive our gratitude for the tremendous 
support you gave to us through the 
construction of the new main hall in our 
school. This generosity deserves a big 
appreciation than these words can express. 

Before, we used have our prayers and Annual General Meetings outside; 
under tents and trees: There was no specific room for national 
examinations. This was rather challenging because we had to use the 
library to run exams. Apart being too small compared to the number of 
students, it was very inconveniencing and it greatly affected the intended 
library activities thus impacting on the student’s research work; then 
eventually came the saviour 

True friendship is action based. 

May God Almighty bless you (CARITAS ANTONIANA ITALY) 
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ANABO BRIDGET BENNAH 


